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In today's VLSI designs, the obstacle-avoiding rectilinear Steiner minimum tree 
(OARSMT) problem has become an important problem in the physical design 
stage of VLSI circuits. This problem has attracted a lot of attentions in research 
and many approaches have been proposed to solve this problem. In this thesis, 
we will present our research and findings on this OARSMT problem. We try to 
solve this problem in two different ways. Our first approach is trying to obtain 
a good approximate solution to this OARSMT problem within a short time using 
heuristic. The second approach is trying to find optimal solutions in a reasonable 
amount of time. 
Firstly, we will present a heuristic maze routing based approach to solve this 
OARSMT problem. It is commonly believed that maze routing based approaches 
can only handle small scale problems and there is a lack of an effective multi-
terminal variant to handle multi-pin nets in practice. We show in this thesis that 
maze routing based approaches can also handle large scale OARSMT problems 
effectively. Our approach is based on the searching process as in maze routing and 
can handle multi-pin nets very well in solution quality, running time and memory 
space usage. Up till now, our approach is the best among all the previous works in 
terms of wire length optimization. 
viii 
Secondly, we try to solve this obstacle-avoiding rectilinear Steiner tree prob-
lem optimally. Our work is developed based on the GeoSteiner approach, modified 
and extended to allow rectilinear blockages in the routing regions. We extended 
the proofs on the possible topologies of full Steiner tree in [15] to allow blockages, 
which are the basic concept behind GeoSteiner. We can now handle hundreds 
of pins with multiple blockages, generating an optimal solution in a reasonable 
amount of time. This work serves as a pioneer in providing an optimal solution to 
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The input to the physical design cycle of a VLSI circuit is a circuit diagram and 
the output is the layout of the circuit. The physical design cycle contains the 
following steps: partitioning, floorplanning, placement, routing and compaction. 
In the following, we will present a brief description of each step. 
1.1.1 Partitioning 
A chip may be comprised of tens of millions of transistors and it is not possible to 
layout the entire chip flat. In order to facilitate the design process, a circuit is first 
partitioned into smaller sub-circuits (modules or blocks). During the partitioning 
step, there are several constraints to be satisfied. First of all, the partitioning step 
cannot change the original functionality of the chip. Secondly, it should generate 
an interface specification which is used to connect all the subsystems. Finally, the 
partitioning step should be simple and efficient. 
I 
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1.1.2 Floorplanning and Placement 
After the circuit partitioning step, the area occupied by a block can be estimated, 
the possible shapes of the blocks can be ascertained and the number of terminals 
for each block is known. At the same time, the netlist which is used to connect all 
the blocks is also available. Based on all these things, we need to determine the 
shape for each block, the location of each block in the layout, and the locations of 
the pins on the boundaries of the blocks. 
There are two types of blocks: fixed blocks and flexible blocks. If the dimen-
sions of a block are known, we call the block a fixed block. If the dimensions of 
a block are yet to be determined, we call the block flexible block. Floorplanning 
is to plan the positions and shapes of a set of modules (sub-circuits) to optimize 
circuit performance. There may be hard or flexible blocks in the floorplanning 
step. After finishing the floorplanning step, placement will be applied to obtained 
the layout of each sub-circuit. 
The floorplanning and placement steps are key steps in the whole physical 
design cycle. The area and performance of a chip is mainly determined in the 
floorplanning and placement steps. 
1.1.3 Routing 
In the routing step, the interconnections between the blocks should be completed. 
At the beginning, the space not occupied by any block can be viewed as a collec-
tions of regions. These regions are used for routing. The routing step is usually 
accomplished in two phases, referred to as global routing and detailed routing. In 
the global routing step, nets are routed disregarding of the exact geometric de-
tails of each wire and pin. After finishing the global routing step, detailed routing 
will convert the information of global routing into exact routing by specifying the 
geometric information such as the location and spacing of wires. 
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1.1.4 Compaction 
After finishing the detailed routing step, the layout is functionally complete. At 
this stage, the layout can be used to fabricate a chip. However, there may be some 
vacant space in the layout and the goal of the compaction step is to minimize the 
total layout area without violating any design rules. By minimizing the area of the 
chip, one can reduce the cost of manufacturing as more chips can be produced on 
a wafer. 
1.2 Motivations 
Routing is an important task in VLSI design and construction of rectilinear Steiner 
minimum tree (RSMT) is an important problem in routing. Solving the RSMT 
problem is useful for both the detailed and global routing steps, and is important 
for congestion, wire length and timing estimations during the floorplanning or 
placement step. Due to the hardness of the routing problem, a lot of effort has 
been spent by many researchers in order to find good routing algorithms in the 
past couples of decades. The original RSMT problem assumes no obstacles in 
the routing region. In today's VLSI designs, there can be routing blockages, like 
macro cells, IP blocks and pre-routed nets. Therefore, the RSMT problem with 
blockages, called obstacle-avoiding RSMT (OARSMT) problem, has become an 
important problem in practice. A lot of algorithms [16’ 12, 17，1, 22，28，30, 23, 
39, 7，9，2，29，8, 24，11 ] have been proposed to solve the OARSMT problem. 
Now, optimal result of a RSMT instance can be obtained by using GeoSteiner 
and an instance with about 500 terminals can be obtained in a reasonable amount 
of time. A lot of heuristic approaches have been proposed to solve the OARSMT 
problem. 
There are still needs to research on the OARSMT problem in order to find 
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effective algorithms to solve the problem with good wire length performance. At 
the same time, it is also very interesting if we can solve the problem optimally. 
By comparing with an optimal result, one can know how far a heuristic solution is 
from the optimal one. In this thesis, we will present a heuristic approach and an 
exact approach on this OARSMT problem. 
1.3 Problem Formulation 
Definition 1. OARSMT Problem: Let B = {h\,h2,---M] be a set of non-
overlapping rectilinear blockages in a 2-dimensional space R, UnP = \^\,p2”.., Pm } 
he a set of pins for a m-pin net in R such that no pins /?,• G P lie inside an obsta-
cle bj € B. Construct a rectilinear Steiner minimum tree connecting all the pins 
in P to achieve a minimum total length {measured by Manhattan distance), while 
avoiding intersection with any blockages in R. 
1.3.1 Properties of OARSMT 
In the OARSMT problem, a pin cannot lie inside an obstacle but it can be at the 
corner or on the boundary of an obstacle. An obstacle cannot overlap with an-
other obstacle, but it can point-touch another obstacle at a comer or line-touch at 
a boundary. The edge of the OARSMT cannot intersect with the blockage, but it 
can also point-touch an obstacle at a corner or line-touch at a boundary. 
1.4 Progress on the Problem 
Many researchers [13, 14，27, 26, 32, 19, 4, 21] have worked on this problem in 
the past forty years. Some of them are based on maze routing. The key idea of this 
kind of algorithm is to extend the original maze routing method to handle multiple 
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pins. Some of them are based on graphs. The key idea of this kind of algorithm is 
to construct a graph for the pin points and the corner points of the blockages. They 
will then construct a minimum spanning tree of the graph to obtain a tree with 
short total wire length. Finally a post processing step will be applied to further 
reduce the wire length of the tree. There are several kinds of graphs which we 
will discuss in the next chapter. Up till now, an OARSMT problem with 1000 pins 
and 10000 blockages running on the 2-GHz machine with 4-GB memory under 
the Linux operating system can be solved in about 2 seconds to obtain a very good 
approximated solution. 
Until now, there are no exact methods to solve the OARSMT problem. For 
the rectilinear Steiner minimum tree problem (OARSMT without blockages), op-
timal results can be obtained with the GeoSteiner approach proposed by Zachari-
asen [36]. An instance with about 500 terminals running on a 2-GHz machine 
with 4-GB memory under the Linux operating system can be obtained in about 25 
seconds. 
1.5 Contributions 
In this thesis, we work on this OARSMT problem. We try to solve this problem 
in two different ways. Our first approach is trying to obtain a good approximate 
solution within a short running time using heuristics. The second approach is 
trying to find optimal solutions in a reasonable amount of time. 
Firstly, we will present a heuristic maze routing based approach to solve this 
OARSMT problem. It is commonly believed that maze routing based approaches 
can only handle small scale problems and there is a lack of an effective multi-
terminal variant to handle multi-pin nets in practice. We show in this thesis that 
maze routing based approaches can also handle large scale OARSMT problems 
effectively. Our approach is based on the searching process as in maze routing and 
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can handle multi-pin nets very well in solution quality, running time and memory 
space usage. The key idea of our approach is trying to keep multiple paths during 
the propagation step in maze routing. We will decide which path to use only after 
all the required pins are found. Up till now, our approach is the best among all the 
previous works in terms of wire length optimization. Besides, due to the flexibility 
of maze routing, we can handle different kinds of obstacles with different convex 
or concave rectilinear shapes directly without a need to partition each blockage into 
a set of rectangular sub-blockages, which will increase the size of the problem. 
Secondly, we try to solve this obstacle-avoiding rectilinear Steiner tree problem 
optimally. Our work is developed based on the GeoSteiner approach, modified 
and extended to allow rectilinear blockages in the routing regions. We extended 
the proofs on the possible topologies of full Steiner tree (FST) in [15] to allow 
blockages, where FST is a Steiner tree in which all pins are leaf nodes and is a basic 
concept in GeoSteiner. Based on the proofs, we can find all the FSTs. After finding 
all the FSTs, we will formulate the problem as an integer linear program and solve 
it. We can now handle hundreds of pins with multiple blockages, generating an 
optimal solution in a reasonable amount of time. This work serves as a pioneer in 
providing an optimal solution to this difficult problem. 
1.6 Thesis Organization 
The remaining of this thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2, a number of 
previous works addressing the obstacle-avoiding rectilinear Steiner minimal tree 
problem will be discussed. A heuristic method will be presented in chapter 3, and 
an exact method for constructing obstacle-avoiding rectilinear Steiner minimal tree 
will be presented in chapter 4. Finally, chapter 5 concludes this thesis. 
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• End of chapter. 
Chapter 2 
Literature Review on OARSMT 
2.1 Introduction 
Routing is an important task in VLSI design and construction of rectilinear Steiner 
minimum tree (RSMT) is a fundamental problem in VLSI physical design. It is 
useful for the detailed and global routing steps, and is important for congestion, 
wire length and timing estimations during the floorplanning or placement step. 
This classical problem has long been shown to be NP-complete and has attracted a 
lot of attentions in research. The original RSMT problem assumes no obstacles in 
the routing region. In today's VLSI designs, there can be many routing blockages 
however, like macro cells, IP blocks and pre-routed nets. Therefore, the RSMT 
problem with blockages, called obstacle avoiding RSMT (OARSMT), has become 
an important problem in practice and is an interesting problem theoretically. Since 
the RSMT problem is NP-complete, the OARSMT problem is also NP-complete 
as it is a generalized version of RSMT. In this chapter, we will review previous 
methods on this problem. 
I 
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2.2 Previous Methods 
The OARSMT problem has been widely studied and there are several related prob-
lems. We can categorize them into four kind of problems. They are OARSMT, 
shortest path with blockages, OARSMT with delay minimization and OARSMT 
with worst negative slack maximization. A lot of algorithms have been proposed 
to solve all these problems. The algorithms can be mainly divided into two cat-
egories. The first category is based on maze routing and the second category is 
based on graphs. Most of the algorithms belong to the second category, and there 
are still some other ad hoc approaches which we will also discuss later in this 
chapter. 
2.2.1 OARSMT 
Graph Based Methods 
A lot of algorithms have been proposed based on different types of graphs, visibil-
ity graph, track graph, escape graph, spanning graph and Euclidean graph. Span-
ning graph is among all the most commonly used one. 
Track Graph Based Method Track graph is introduced by Wu et a/.[33]. It is 
a grid-like structure, which consists of rectilinear tracks defined by the obstacles 
and the pins. 
Based on an ant colony optimization and track graph, Hu et a/. [14] proposed 
a non-deterministic local search heuristic, called An-OARSMan, to handle small-
scale OARSMT problems with complex obstacles of both concave and convex 
shapes. In order to reduce the search space, they also propose an efficient graph 
reduction algorithm on track graph. The reduction algorithm is based on the prop-
erty that removing some points on the track graph will not affect the result of the 
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algorithm. Although An-OARSMan is flexible in handling complex obstacles, it 
takes extremely long running time for large scale designs. 
Escape Graph Based Methods Ganley et «/.[6] introduced a type of connec-
tion graph, called escape graph, to reduce the searching space. A escape graph is 
made of a collection of escape segments. The escape segments are obtained from 
extending the boundary of blockages and pins in all unobstructed directions. An 
escape segment ends if it hits abutment of a blockage's border segment or the inter-
nal perimeter of the routing region. Ganley et al. showed that at least one optimal 
solution can be found on the escape graph. They proposed an exact algorithm to 
construct an optimal 3-terminal or 4-temiinal OARSMT by exhausting all possi-
ble topologies on the escape graph. Based on the exact algorithm for small size 
problems, they proposed the K — Steinerization approach for large size problems. 
In a AT - Steinerization heuristic, portions of a minimum spanning tree (MST) that 
contain K adjacent terminals are replaced with an optimal Steiner minimum sub-
tree for those terminals. Heuristics, called G3S, G4S and B3S, were developed for 
the cases with less than 20 terminals. 
The CDCTree approach proposed by Shi et a/. [27] is based on a current driven 
circuit model mapped from an escape graph. The algorithm maps the escape graph 
into a circuit structure and replaces each edge with one resistor. It then makes use 
of the Coulomb's Law, which shows the repellency between currents, to construct 
the tree. This algorithm can achieve shorter wire length than An-OARSMan. 
Spanning Graph Based Methods Spanning graph is introduced as an interme-
diate step to construct minimal spanning tree in [38 ]. Given a set of points on the 
plane, a spanning graph is an undirected graph over the points that contains at least 
one minimal spanning tree. The number of edges in the graph is 0{n) where n is 
the number of points. 
Shen et al. [26] proposed a connection graph based approach to solve the OARSMT 
problem, using the spanning graph in [38] that did not consider obstacles. In their 
approach, an obstacle-avoiding spanning graph is first constructed and then trans-
formed into an OARSMT. The key idea of the transformation is by finding a MST 
on the spanning graph. The number of edges and vertices in the spanning graph 
are 0{n). 
Wu et a/. [32] presented another algorithm for constructing OARSMTs based 
on spanning graphs. Their approach will first find a minimum spanning tree of 
all the terminals by applying a partitioning method. The segments intersecting 
with the obstacles will be removed, forming a set of sub-trees. An ant colony 
optimization based approach is then used to connect the sub-trees back into a single 
tree using a spanning graph which is then rectilinearized at the end to given an 
OARSMT. 
Lin et al [19] extended the connection graph based approach in [26] by iden-
tifying many "essential" edges which can lead to more desirable solutions in the 
construction of the obstacle-avoiding spanning graph (OASG). They proved the 
existence of a rectilinear shortest path between any two pins in OASG. With this 
property, they can find an OARSMT for any two-pin net. They also proved that 
the expected number of edges in OASG is 0{n\gn). They have also improved the 
OARSMT transformation in [26] significantly, and develop an effective refinement 
scheme for the U-shaped connections in an OARSMT to further reduce the total 
wire length. 
Long et al. [21 ] proposed an efficient four-step algorithm to construct an OARSMT. 
Firstly, they generated a sparse obstacle-avoiding spanning graph. Then, they pro-
posed an efficient algorithm to find a minimum terminal spanning tree which is 
a MST connects all the terminals. Thirdly, they used an edge-based heuristic 
method, which helps to find better Steiner points, to construct a Steiner tree with 
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small length. Finally, they use a method of segment translation to further reduce 
the total wire length of the tree. The time complexity of their algorithm is 0{n\gn). 
Experimental results show that their method is effective and efficient. 
Euclidean Graph Based Method Feng et al. [4] proposed a method to construct 
an obstacle-avoiding Steiner tree in an arbitrary 入-geometry，that allows routing 
along X > 2 orientations forming consecutive angles ofn/X, by Delaunay triaiigu-
lation. Their algorithm can be divided into three steps. The first step is to construct 
a Delaunay triangulatioii (DT) based on the set of terminals and comer points. At 
the same time, it will transform the DT to an obstacle-avoiding constrained de-
launay triangulation (OACDT) by deleting the edges intersecting with blockages. 
The second step is to find an obstacle-avoiding minimum spanning tree (OAMST) 
on OACDT. A full connected tree (FCT), a tree in which all the leaves are termi-
nals, is transformed from the OAMST by removing the non-terminal leaves. The 
third step is to embed the FCT into a X-OASMT. This step transforms the edges to 
satisfy the routing constraint in the X-geometry. Time complexity of the algorithm 
is 0{nlogn), where n is the total number of terminals and obstacles. 
Others 
Yang et al [34] presented a complicated 2-step heuristic to the OARSMT problem 
and their approach works well when the terminal number is less than seven and 
when the obstacles are convex. The first step is to construct a RSMT (or an ap-
proximation) r without considering obstacles. The second step is to transform the 
primary tree T into a OARSMT by replacing the edges inside the obstacles with 
edges around the obstacles. The time complexity of the algorithm is 0(mn), where 
m is the number of obstacles and n is the number of terminals. 
Hu et (3/. [13] developed an efficient hierarchical heuristic called FORst. The 
first step is to partition all terminals into some subsets in the presence of obstacles. 
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The second step is to connect the terminals in each subset. The third step is to 
connect this sub-trees into a completed tree avoiding all obstacles. They connected 
two sub-trees by using the shortest path between the terminals in this two sub-trees. 
The time complexities of the three steps are 0{n^),0{n\gn)and0{fre\g{e)) re-
spectively. The total time complexity of their algorithm is thus max{0{n^),0{n^e\g(e))}. 
Their method can tackle large scale problems efficiently. 
2.2.2 Shortest Path Problem with Blockages 
The shortest path problem is to find the shortest path between two pins without 
intersecting with the blockages. 
Graph Based Methods 
Clarkson et a/.[3] considered only 2-pin nets and presented an 0(n(\gn)^) time 
algorithm to compute a rectilinear shortest path between two pins avoiding polyg-
onal obstacles, where n is the number of vertices of the obstacles. They described 
the visibility graph VfS(V,E) and showed that finding a shortest path in VIS(V,E) 
did give the shortest path that avoids all obstacles. In a visibility graph V/S(V,E), 
V is the set of points comprising the two pins and the endpoints of the obstacle line 
segments, and an edge (p,q) is in E only if p and q are visible from each other 
where q is said to be visible form p if and only if the straight line joining q to p 
does not intersect with any obstacles. After constructing the visibility graph, the 
shortest path can be found by using Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm. 
Others 
Zheng et «/.[37] proposed an algorithm to find obstacle-avoiding shortest paths. 
The main features of the algorithm is that the search space is restricted to a sparse 
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connection graph. During the searching process, the searched portion is con-
structed incrementally. The time and space requirements of the algorithm depend 
�nainly on its searching behavior. One can easily incorporate additional techniques 
or heuristics into the search procedure to get better performance. 
2.2.3 OARSMT with Delay Minimization 
In this problem, we are given a net that is a set of points. A point 5 G V is called 
the driver and a signal will be transmitted from s to all other sinks. We are also 
given a subset K CV of critical sinks in the net. For each critical sink k 6 K, it is 
required that the delay of signal transmission from the driver s to k be minimized. 
For the rest of the sinks, delay is not considered, and the total wire length of the 
tree should also be minimized. 
Maze Routing Method 
Hentschke et aL [ 10] proposed AMAZE, a fast maze routing based algorithm to 
solve the OARSMT problem with delay optimization. A biasing technique was 
employed to decide which path to use when dealing with multiple paths. A shar-
ing factor and a path-length factor were introduced during the propagation step to 
trade-off wire length for delay for some critical sinks. The sharing factor is used to 
designate some part of the tree as prohibited for connection. This sharing factor, 
a value from 0 to 1, is attributed to each path from the source to the critical sinks 
and is used to decide how much of the path can be shared with other paths. The 
path-length factor is used to minimize the length and its value is initialized as a 
constant times the distance of this grid from the source. 
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2.2.4 OARSMT with Worst Negative Slack Maximization 
Let 尸={/?o, , 7^ 2, • •., Prn] be a set of pins where po is the driver and the other m 
nodes are sinks. For every sink, there is a required time tR and actual time t^. A 
slack is computed as (tR — tA)- The objective is connects all pins in P and maximize 
the worst negative slack (WNS). 
Tree Based Method 
Lin et al [20] proposed a critical-trunk-based tree growth mechanism and applied 
it to construct an OARSMT based on the Elmore delay model. The critical trunks 
are constructed by extending the single-source single-target maze routing to multi-
source single-target. When constructing the whole tree, the unconnected pins are 
connected to the critical trunks under the delay constraint of each sink. The objec-
tive is to minimize the longest sink delay and to maximize the worst negative slack 
of the Steiner tree. If slack{i) for a pin pi is less than zero, the actual time is too 
long and should be reduced to satisfy the timing constraint. 
2.3 Comparison 
In this section, we will compare the performance of some of the above approaches 
according to the results reported in the corresponding papers. We can see that the 
results generated by the algorithms based on spanning graphs [26, 21, 19] are very 
promising, and we can see from table 2.1 that the difference between [21] and 
[19] are very small. 
• End of chapter. 
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Tesi Cases m k HPBB (A) Total Edge-Length 
[21]{Hi) [4](/^2)丨26](//3) [21](//4) [\9m) 
indl 10 32 501 N/A N/A 646 639 632 
ind2 10 43 8200 N/A N/A 10100 10000 9600 
ind3 iO 50 498 N/A N/A 623 623 613 
ind4 25 79 705 N/A N/A 1121 1126 1121 
ind5 33 71 732 N/A N/A 1392 1379 1364 
Average 212 N/A N/A 2776 2753 2666 
I'd 10 10 17890 26970 30410 27730 27540 26900 
rc2 30 10 19470 41700 45640 42840 41930 42210 
rc3 50 10 19380 62380 58570 56440 54180 55750 
ic4 70 10 19850 66560 63340 60840 59250 60350 
rc5 100 10 19600 80010 83150 76970 75630 76330 
rc6 100 500 19593 N/A 149750 86403 86381 83365 
rc7 200 500 19882 N/A 181470 117427 117093 113260 
rc8 200 800 19803 N/A 202741 123366 122306 118747 
rc9 200 1000 19964 N/A 214850 119744 119308 116168 
rclO 500 100 19900 N/A 198010 171450 167978 170690 
roll 1000 100 19984 N/A 250570 238111 232381 236615 
rcl2 丨000 10000 65422 N/A 1723990 843529 842689 789097 
Average 23395 55524 266874 163738 162222 157457 
rtl 10 500 1363 N/A N/A 2438 2362 2267 
rt2 50 500 16280 N/A N/A 51981 52218 48441 
ri3 100 500 1996 N/A N/A 8783 8645 8368 
1-14 100 丨 000 1985 N/A N/A 10619 10580 10306 
rt5 200 2000 8097 N/A N/A 55557 55286 53993 
Average 5944 N/A N/A 25875 25818 24675 
HPBB is the half-perimeter of the bounding box of all the pins, m denotes the number of pins and k denotes the number of 
blockages. 




It is commonly believed that the maze routing based approaches are suitable for 
small scale problems only. The major drawback is the lack of a multi-terminal 
variant to handle multi-pin nets. Besides, its time complexity and memory usage 
can grow very large as the routing area expands. In this chapter, we will show that 
maze routing based approaches can also handle large scale OARSMT problems 
effectively. In our algorithm, to handle multi-pin nets, multiple paths between the 
pins are kept until all the pins are reached, then a MST based method is used to 
select between those paths to create an OARSMT. A post-processing step is then 
performed to further reduce the total wire length. The basic maze routing step is 
implemented efficiently by using a heap data structure and by propagating on the 
Simplified Hanan grid that is very similar to the traditional Hanan grid but with all 
the intersection points lying inside an obstacle removed. This heap data structure 
has also helped to handle multi-pin nets very efficiently. Experimental results show 
that we can out-perform the most updated previous work [ 19J on this problem in 
terms of wire length in a very short running time. We can achieve 2.01% less wire 
17 
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length on average and a 4.06% improvement in comparison with a lower bound of 
the optimal wire length, while the running times are all very short and comparable 
to those in [19]. 
In this chapter, our maze routing based approach will be presented in sec-
tion 3.2. Experimental results will be shown in section 3.3 before the conclusion 
in section 3.4. 
3.2 Our Approach 
Our heuristic approach is based on the maze routing method, but our maze rout-
ing engine can handle directly multi-pin nets effectively. The efficiency of this 
routing engine can be further improved by the use of a heap data structure and 
by propagation on the Simplified Hanan grid that is very similar to the traditional 
Han an grid but with all the intersection points lying inside an obstacle removed. 
By using this inulti-pin maze routing approach alone, we can already obtain results 
better than those generated by the most updated previous work [19� .Then, a fast 
post-processing step will be applied to scan the paths connected to each pin once 
to further minimize the total wire length. In the following, we will first explain 
the general approach we employed to handle multi-pin nets in our maze routing 
engine. Details of the implementation will be explained in the next sub-section, 
followed by a description of the post-processing step at the end. 
3.2.1 Handling of Multi-pin Nets 
Given a m-pin net P = {p\ ,p2, . . . ,pm}, we will pick one pin to start with. In our 
algorithm, we will choose the pin whose position is the nearest to the boundary. 
Assume that /；^^；) is selected as the first pin. Then, we will propagate from 尸兀（！） 
to find the second pin to connect with. Let 兀(2) be the second pin we found, i.e.. 
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/ ?兀 ( 2 ) has the shortest Manhattan distance from i ^  in comparison with others. 
Note that multiple paths of this length will be found and recorded in our maze 
router. Then, we will propogate from all these paths to find the third pin, again, 
recording multiple paths of the same shortest Manhattan length to reach this third 
pin. This process is repeated until all the pins in P are reached. After this process, 
we will find all the Steiner points lying on the paths found and record the Manhat-
tan distances between the points (pins and Steiner points). From this information, 
we will perform once a minimum spanning tree algorithm to connect all the points, 
followed by a garbage collection step to remove dangling connections which are 
connected to Steiner points only. An example illustrating our approach to handle 
multiple pins is shown in Fig. 3.1. The pseudocode is described as follows. 
Our approach is different from traditional maze routing based methods in han-
dling multi-pin nets. Instead of connecting the pins sequentially and decide on 
the paths once some new pins are reached, multiple paths are kept and path se-
lection is delayed until all the pins are reached and the final route is constructed 
globally by finding an MST. In order to route fast, the propagation is performed on 
the Simplified Han an grid and a heap data structure is used such that the current 
shortest path will always be expanded first. One important technique in our ap-
proach to shorten the running time is that after some new paths are found and the 
distances of the points on them are set to zero, instead of starting the maze routing 
once again from scratch, we will continue the propagation from the last round. 
The heap data structure allows us to update the shortest distances at those affected 
points fast without repeating works which have been done before. We will explain 
in details the propagation step, the backtracking step and the final post-processing 
step in the following sub-sections. 
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Algorithm 1 MultiMaze 
1 ： //Find a route for a m-pin net with pins P = • • •,!),"} 
2： V = {尸兀(1)} //Let be the first pin to start with 
3： while some pins are not connected yet do 
4: if this is the first round then 
5： Propagate from the pin in V until reaching another pin p j 
6: else 
7： Continue the propagation until reaching another pin p j 
8： end if 
9: . 
10： Backtrack from pj to find a set Q of paths with the same shortest Manhattan 
distance connecting to pj 
11: Set the distances of all the points on the paths in Q to zero 
12： end while 
13： Find a MST T covering all the points in V using some of the paths found 
14: Remove edges from T until there are no leaf nodes which are Steiner points 
//Garbage collection step 
15： Post-process to reduce wire length 
3.2.2 Propagation 
We can see from the pseudocode of MultiMaze that in each round of the propaga-
tion process (line 3 to 12), the backtracking step will be performed once and the 
backtracking result will affect the propagation in the next round. In this section, 
we will focus on the propagation process, while the backtracking step will be de-
scribed in the next section. The pseudocode of the propagation process is shown 
in Algorithm 2. 
In the propagation process, a heap H is maintained. This heap will store 2-
tuples {(x,y),d) where is the coordinate of a point and d is the distance 
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(g) After garbage collection step. 
Figure 3.1: An example illustrating our approach 
of a path that can reach from some connected points. The heap H will be 
sorted according to the d values. A 2-dimensional array dist [ j [ ] keeps the shortest 
distance found so far from a connected point and the value dist[x][y] will be zero 
if the point (义’力 is connected. The while-loop on line 10 repeats while min(H) < 
best where min{H) is the shortest distance stored in H and best is the shortest 
distance found so far. This is to ensure that all the paths of the same shortest 
Manhattan distance connecting to the next pin p j will be taken out from the heap 
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Algorithm 2 Propagate 
1 ： //Propagate to reach ull the pins P — {p\,尸2，. • • ,Pm} in a 川-pin net 
2： S 二 {(丄尸托⑴‘力〜⑴）}"尸冗(1) is 仇e stalling point and (•&,•’>>, ) is the coordinate of pin / � . 
3 : Initialize an empty heap H 
4 : Initialize all elements in dist[ ][ ] as 00 //dist[ ][ ] is a 2-climensional array with the same dimensions as the Simplified 
Hanan grid 
5: \^二 丨)} 
6: while some pins are not connected yei do 
7 ： Set dist [A.] [y] = 0 for all (.v, >•) G S 
8： Insert iiiio H 2-tuples ((.v,.v),0) for all (.v,.v) G S //Note that H is sorted according to the second element in the 
2-tuples 
9： Initialize 二 oo 
10： while (niin(H} < best) do 
1 I ： ({x,y),d) = delete.min{H) 
1 2 : if Ul < JM7[.v]f>']) //the distance is correct then 
13： if {.d / 0) and [ x , y ) is the position of some pin p j in P //it is a pin point but not connected yet then 
14 ： dist [,v] [>'] = d, best = d 
15 ： end if 
16： Let (.\v,vv). (-Vv;V.v). {XwJw) and (.v„,y„) be the east, south, west and north neighbor of {.x,y) 
17： for each neighbor (.Vc, vv) of {.x,y) where c G {f>，A'’w，〃} do 
18： if {(I + dc < "'..�,/[AV.][)'fl) and (�’)’<•) is not blocked, where dc is the shortest Manhattan distance from 
(.V, v) 10 (A't-.v't ) //a shorter distance is found then 
19： clix([x,]{yr\=d + clc 
20： Insert ((AV-JvOr^ /^ 'k-llyv]) into H 
21 : if is the position of a pin p j in P then 
22: if(k'A7 > J/,y/[.v>J[ypJ)theii 
2 3 ： besi -= dist [xpj ] [>’," ] //update the current shortest distance 
24： end if 
25： end if 
26: end \f//id + dc < /^i.vr[Av][y,.]) and ... 
27： end forZ/each neighbor of (x, v) 
28: eiulii7/(c/5;"/i,,M[_v]) 
29： end while//(m//!(H) < best) 
30： Backtrack from pj to find a set Q of paths with the same shortest Manhattan distance connecting to pj 
3 1 ： S- {(•v’_y)|(.x-，>') on some paths in Q} 
32: /^二v + {/"} 
33： end \vhile//Some pins are not connected yet 
and processed. Note that nothing is done if the distance stored on the heap top is 
larger than the distance recorded in dist[x][y] (line 12), since in this case, we had 
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already found a shorter path reaching in some previous round and no updates 
are needed. An important step in our approach to improve the efficiency is that 
in each round of the outer while-loop (line 6), some new paths are found and the 
distl ] [ ] value of all the points on these paths will be set to zero for the next around, 
and instead of starting the maze routing once again from scratch, we can continue 
with the propagation from the last round after inserting some new elements into 
H. The heap data structure allows us to update the distances of the affected points 
rapidly without repeating works which have already been done . Imagine a point 
whose distance value is independent of the newly found paths, its information in 
H and dist[ ][ ] are kept and will be useful, while for those points that can get a 
shorter distance because of the newly found paths, their information in clist[][ 
will be updated automatically after inserting the 2-tuples ((义,3；),0) into H (line 8) 
for all the points (A',,y) lying on those newly found paths. A simple example is 
shown in Fig. 3.2 to illustrate this propagation process. 
3.2.3 Backtrack 
After a next pin p j is found by propagation, backtracking will be performed to 
find all the paths connecting to pj with the same shortest Manhattan distance. 
Basically, our backtracking strategy will try to move without turning as much as 
possible, unless meeting an obstacle, or seeing an obstacle on one side of the path. 
At the end, we will find multiple paths of the same length, and the paths found 
will be "moving around" the obstacles. An example is shown in Fig. 3.3. The 
pseudocode of this backtracking step is shown in Algorithm 3. 
In the pseudocode of Backtrack, a stack K is used to keep all the possible 
branching points on the paths (points at which a path can change in direction to 
form another feasible path). The elements stored in K are 3-tuples {{x:y),d, (xj\yf)) 
meaning that this step is going from (x/.y/) to and the shortest distance of 
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Algorithm 3 Backtrack 
1 ： //Backtrack from pin pj to find a set Q of new paths of the same shortest Manhattan distance connecting pj to some 
points which are already connected 
2： Initialize a slack called path with pj //has only 1 point at the beginning 
3： Initialize a slack K 
4： Let (Xeje)^ {Xsjs)^ (A'HMVVV) and {x,„y„) be the east, south, west and north neighbor of 
5： for each neighbor (々 ，,Vt ) where c G {f?”y’vv，"} do 
6: if clist{xc]\yc] 二 ("幻i^pjly/v] and (xc,yc) is not blocked, where dc is the shortest Manhattan distance from 
(.\'"厂>>/) to (A'CVV)"…V，.V/") is propagated from (々 ，.Vc) then 
7： Push into K a tuple ({xc,yc),dist][>v], {xpj,y^j)) where the third elenienl is called the father of the tirsl 
elemeni in ihe 3-tuple 
8： end if 
9: end tor 
10： while K is not empty do 
1 1 ： Pop from K a 3-tuple ((j’)’口’ ( .v / ’y / ) ) 
12： Pop from path unlil topi pat It) 二 {xf,yf) //delete the tail part of the previously found path and we are going to 
construct a new path from the branching point (八7,.v/) 
13： Push (.v,v) onto path //the next point on the new path 
14： while J/.yr[A']|\''] • 0 //a connected point not found yet do 
15： Let (丄'.V’.V.、-), (AV,VU-) and {x„,y„) be the east, south, west and north neighbor of (x,y) 
1 6 : for each neighbor ’>，(:）of (.v,y) where c € u',/?} do 
17： if Jm[.Vc']Lvc] + d c 二 and {Xc,yc) is not blocked, where dc is the shortest Manhattan distance from 
(A-,y) to (�’)，f) //(A-,y) is propagated from (.vv,>v) then 
18： Label this neighbor by 1 
19: else 
20： Label this neighbor by 0 
21： end if 
22： end for//each neighbor of ( .�>,) 
23： Let /. G { tv ,…’"} be the direction from (Ay,>y) to (a�>,) //r is the direction the path is going 
24： if ( a v j v ) is labeled 1 //the original direction not blocked then 
2 5 ： for each neighbor (Xc,yc) of (A' ,V ) with a label 1’ where c G {e,s,vv\n] do 
26： if all neighbors of (AY.，.Vt.) are not blocked then 
27： change the label of (AV,>V) to 0 //minimize turning unless ihere are blockages 
28： end if 
29: end for 
30： end i f / / ( � , ) v O is labeled 1 
31 ： for each neighbor (xt-.Vc-) of (x.y) wilh a label 1’ where c € {ga�h<'，"} do 
32： Push a 3-luple ( ( a ; . , ( A * , } ' ) ) onto K //they are the branching points 
33： end for 
34 : Pop from K a 3-luple (.v/,>y)) //pick one of the neighbors to continue with the backtrack tirsu others 
will be considered when they are popped out from K some lime later 
35： Push (.v,y) onto path 
36： end while/A//^/MM 
37： Copy path to a path set cilLpath 
38： end whileZ/AT is not empty 
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Figure 3.2: An example illustrating our propagation step 
from a connected point is d, i.e., dist[j] [v] = d. From each branching point, 
a feasible path will be constructed step by step until reaching a point which is 
already connected, i.e., dist [ ] [ ] = 0 (line 14 to 36). A variable path is used to re-
member the current path under construction. On line 12, it is popped until getting 
to ( x f . y f ) which is a branching point, and we are going to construct another fea-
sible path starting from that point. In the while-loop that computes a feasible path 
(line 14 - 36), a variable label is used to remember whether a point is a branching 
point and to be stored in K. We will try to move in the same direction without 
bending if no blockages are seen (line 26 to 28). If there are blockages, we will 
find all possible paths moving around the blockages. After a new path is found, it 
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will be stored in the path set alLpath. At the end, all feasible paths of the same 
shortest Manhattan distance will be stored in alLpath. 
path 3 C 
p a l h 4 
X B 
palh 2 
Y palh 5 D ^ 
I ^ path I • 
Figure 3.3: A number of paths moving around the obstacles will be found. 
3.2.4 Finding MST 
After finding a set of all paths, we can look at the ending points of each path. Since 
they are either a pin or a Steiner point, we can identify the positions of all the 
Steiner points immediately after this step. Then, we need to find the path lengths 
between the set of pins and Steiner points if they are connected. These distances 
can be computed very efficiently by, again, tracing each path once. When we are 
tracing a path p, we can identify the positions of the Steiner points or the pin 
points, and we can tell the distances between them easily. A Steiner tree T will 
be constructed based on these distances and paths to connect all the points. It 
may happen that in T, some paths are just connected to some Steiner points only. 
We can remove these edges by removing recursively those leaf nodes which are 
Steiner points. After this, the tree give a reasonable route connecting all the pins 
and avoiding the obstacles. An example of this MST construction step is shown in 
Fig. 3.4. 
3.2.5 Local Refinement Scheme 
Based on the results generated by the multi-pin maze routing engine, we will 
perform a post-processing step to further reduce the wire length. In this post-
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Figure 3.4: An example illustrating how we find the Steiner points and path lengths 
processing step, we will first identify all the pin points, Steiner points and turning 
points from the paths we computed. The original path information can be easily 
transformed to these point to point neighboring information by tracing each path 
once. After transformation from the path information to the point to point infor-
mation, we will perform our local refinement scheme. In this local refinement 
scheme, for each point, we will first check whether it forms one of the topologies 
shown in Fig. 3.5. If such topologies exist, we will try to form a cycle by adding 
one straight edge (dotted line) between the two parallel paths. A longest path on 
this cycle formed will then be deleted to reduce the total wire length. We will 
consider in details all the possible cases of having pins or Steiner points lying on 
this cycle. This local refinement scheme is more general than the U-shape pattern 
refinement in [19] 
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3.3 Experimental Results 
We implemented our algorithm in the C programming language and all the exper-
iments were performed in a computer with a 2.2GHz Intel Pentium processor and 
4GB memory running in the Linux environment. There are 22 benchmark circuits, 
five industrial test cases (indl-ind5) from Synopsys, twelve test cases used in [4] 
(rcl-rcl2), and five randomly generated test cases from [ 1 9 � . W e compared our 
algorithm with the approach in [19], which gives the most updated results for this 
problem. The results of [19] shown below are directly cited from [19] and their ex-
periments were performed on a 2GHz AMD-64 machine with 8GB memory under 
the Ubuntu 6.06 operation system. 
Table 4.1 lists the total wire length of the Steiner tree constructed by the two 
algorithms. We can see from the eighth column that without post processing step 
we can improve over [19] by 1.73% on average. After applying the post process-
ing step, we can improve over [19] by 2.01% on average. Since the solutions 
obtained might already be very close to the optimal, it is more meaningful to com-
pare the differences from the optimal. The fourth column of Table 4.1 shows 
the half-perimeter of the bounding box of all the pins, which is a lower bound to 
the optimal solution. We can see that the improvement over the differences from 
this lower bound of the optimal solution is 4.06%, and we can imagine that the 
improvement over the differences from the optimal solution will be even larger. 
Table 3.2 compares the CPU time of the two approaches. From this table, we can 
see that our method is similar to [19] in terms of running time and is sufficiently 
efficient. 
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Test Cases m k HPBB (A) Total Edge-Length liTiprovement(%) 
[19] («) 0 u r s ( O Ours(D) { B - Q / B { B - D ) / B { B - D ) I { B - A ) 
indl 10 32 501 632 619 619 2.06 2.06 9.92 
ind2 10 43 8200 9600 9500 9500 1.04 1.04 7.04 
ind3 10 50 498 613 600 600 2.12 2.12 11.30 
incM 25 79 705 1121 1100 1096 1.87 2.23 6.01 
ind5 33 71 732 1364 1367 1360 -0.22 0.29 0.63 
rcl 10 10 17890 26900 25980 25980 3.42 3.42 10.21 
rc2 30 10 19470 42210 42280 42010 -0.17 0.47 0.88 
rc3 50 10 19380 55750 54560 54390 2.13 2.44 3.74 
,c4 70 10 19850 60350 59740 59740 1.01 1.01 1.51 
rc5 IM 10 19600 76330 75040 74650 1.69 _ 2.20 2.96 
rc6 100 500 19593 83365 81768 81607 1.92 2.11 2.76 
rc7 200 500 19882 113260 111592 111542 1.47 1.52 1.84 
rc8 200 800 19803 118747 116168 115931 2.17 2.37 2.85 
rc9 200 1000 19964 116168 113642 113460 2.17 2.33 2.81 
re 10 500 100 丨 WW) 170690 168520 167620 1.27 1.80 2.04 
roll 10()() 100 19984 236615 236359 235283 0.11 0.56 0.61 
rcl2 丨000 10000 65422 789097 765541 761606 2.99 3.48 3.80 
ril 10 500 1363 2267 2231 2231 1.59 1.59 3,98 
,l2 50 500 16280 48441 47730 47297 1.47 2.36 3.56 
rt3 100 500 1996 8368 8222 8187 1.74 2.16 2.84 
rt4 100 1000 1985 10306 9917 9914 3.77 3.80 4.71 
,15 200 2000 8097 53993 52664 52473 2.46 2.82 3.31 
Average - - - - - 1.73 2.01 4.06 
HPBB is the lialf-perimeter of the bounding box of all the pins, m denotes the number of pins and k denotes the number of 
blockages. Ours(C) denotes ihe edge length before applying the local refinement scheme and Ours(D) denotes the edge 
length after applying the local refinement scheme. 
Table 3.1: Comparison on the total edge-length. 
3.4 Summary 
We have proposed a new method to construct obstacle-avoiding rectilinear Steiner 
minimum trees (OARSMT). Experimental results show that our approach is effec-
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Test Cases CPU Time (second) 
[19] Ours(D) 
indl <0.01 <0.01 
ind2 <0.01 0.04 
ind3 <0.01 <0.01 
ind4 <0,01 <0.01 
ind5 <0.01 <0.01 
rcl <0.01 0.05 
rc2 <0.01 0.10 
rc3 <0.01 0.09 
rc4 <0.01 0.11 
rc5 0.0 丨 0.08 • 
rc6 0.24 0.56 
rc7 0.43 0.65 
rc8 0.83 1.18 
rc9 0.91 1.49 
rclO 0.62 0.26 
rcl I 3.15 0.76 
rcl 2 118.52 147.14 
itl 0.06 0.16 
rt2 0.11 0.55 
n3 0.47 0.20 
n4 0.95 0.33 
n5 2.06 2.78 
Table 3.2: Comparisons on the CPU time, 
live and efficient and it out-performs the best previous approach on this problem. 
• End of chapter. 
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For the RSMT problem, there are ways to find optimal solutions, e.g., using the 
GeoSteiner approach, with which one can compare with to get a better understand-
ing of how far a proposed method is away from the optimum. For this OARSMT 
problem, there is not yet any methods to generate optimal solutions. The aim of 
this work is to study and provide such an optimal approach for the OARSMT prob-
lem. Our work is developed based on GeoSteiner, modified and enhanced to allow 
rectilinear blockages in the routing region. We extended the proofs on the possible 
topologies of full Steiner tree in [15] to consider blockages, which are the basic 
concept behind GeoSteiner. We can now connect more than 500 pins with multiple 
blockages, generating an optimal solution in a few minutes. This work serves as a 
pioneer in providing an optimal solution to this difficult problem. 
In the rest of this chapter, we will first review the GeoSteiner approach. Then, 
we will give an overview of our approach. After that, we will discuss about the 
, properties of FST, FST generation and FST concatenation when blockages exist. 
Experimental results will be shown in the following section, followed by a sum-
32 
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mary at the end. 
4.2 Review on GeoSteiner 
Rectilinear Steiner minimum trees (RSMTs) are unions of full Steiner trees (FSTs) 
in which every pin is a leaf. GeoSteiner is based on a framework in which sub-
sets of pins are considered one after another. For each subset, all its FSTs are 
determined and the shortest one is kept. A number of checkings can be performed 
to identify and prune away some of those FSTs that cannot be in any RSMTs. 
Remaining FSTs are then selected and concatenated to obtain a RSMT with the 
shortest length. There are two major steps in this framework, FST generation 
and FST concatenation. For the FST generation step, an efficient algorithm by 
Zachariasen [36] is used that, based on some pre-processing information, grows 
FSTs while applying several optimality conditions to prune away those which will 
not be useful. The observed running time of this FST generation step is quadratic 
and approximately 4n FSTs will be generated on average for randomly generated 
problem instances. For the FST concatenation step, Warme [31] found that the 
problem is equivalent to the minimum spanning tree problem on a hypergraph 
with the set V of pins as vertices and subsets spanned by FSTs as hyperedges. 
He formulated the problem as an integer linear program (ILP) and solved it using 
some branch-and-cut search. 
4.3 Overview of our Approach 
For a given set of pins V and a set of blockages B, we want to find an OARSMT 
connecting all the pins in V. First of all, we will add four virtual pins, as in Fig. 4.1, 
for every blockage and we call the set of all these virtual pins V'. 
Our algorithm is also based on the framework of GeoSteiner composing of the 
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Figure 4.1: Virtual Pins 
steps, FST generation and FST concatenation. After adding all the virtual pins to 
the original set of pins, we can show that the topologies of those FSTs with at least 
three vertices will follow a particular structure and the proof is very similar to that 
by Hwang [15]. For those FSTs with exactly two vertices, we have devised some 
succinct methods to generate all of them effectively and this step is significantly 
different from that in GeoSteiner because of the existence of virtual pins. In our 
approach, we will generate all the FSTs after adding the virtual pins (one at each 
corner of a blockage) to the original set of pins. Notice that these virtual pins may 
or may not be used in the final optimal OARSMT. Following a similar fashion of 
GeoSteiner, we will then set up an ILP to select and concatenate them to form an 
OARSMT. The ILP is set up in such a way that those virtual pins can be included or 
not in the final tree as long as a shortest OARSMT is constructed. In the following 
sections, we will show the proofs. 
4.4 FST with Virtual Pins 
4.4.1 Definition of FST 
As defined in many previous works, a FST of a set P of pins is a rectilinear Steiner 
minimum tree T of P such that in T and all its equivalent trees, every pin is a 
leaf node. Using the same definition in [15], a tree T' is equivalent to another tree 
T if and only if T' can be obtained from T by shifting (Fig. 4.3(a)) or flipping 
(Fig. 4.3(b)) some edges which have no pins on them. After adding all the virtual 
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pins to the original set of pins, an FST t with vertex set Vt C (V + will have the 
following properties: 
1. t is an OARSMT of the vertex set V, and the degrees of the vertices in K, are 
one in all the equivalent trees of t. 
2. All the equivalent trees of t will not contain the types of edges (thickened) 
shown in Fig. 4.2, as splitting at the virtual pins will be done otherwise. 
3. For all the edges in an equivalent tree of t, the rectangular region covered by 
the two endpoints of the edge must contain no blockages, for property (2) 
will be violated (by shifting some edges to the boundary of the blockage) 
otherwise. 
e d g e 
• e d g e 
Figure 4.2: Forbidden edge 
In the following, we will show that the structure and shape of a FST satisfying 
the above properties will follow some very simple forms. 
(a) Shilling (a) Flipping 
Figure 4.3: Shifting and flipping 
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4.4.2 Notations 
In the following, we will use the same notations as in [15]. A vertex can be a pin (a 
pin refers to a real pin or a virtual pin unless stated specifically) or a Steiner point. 
An edge between two vertices is a sequence of alternating vertical and horizontal 
lines. We call each turning point a comer. A line has only one direction but may 
contain a number of vertices on it. Vxu iVxd) denotes the vertical line at which is 
above (below)义 but excluding x itself. Similarly H灯(Hxi) denotes the horizontal 
line at jc which extends to the right (left) of 义 but excluding jc itself. An example is 
shown in Fig. 4.4. If a line ends at a pin and contains no other vertices, we call it 
a node line. If it ends at a comer and contains no vertices, we call it a comer line. 
In the following figures for the proofs, an empty circle represents a vertex, which 
can be a pin or a Steiner point, and an empty square represents a pin. 
VAI, 
Figure 4.4: A point with four adjacent lines 
4.4.3 Properties of FST with Virtual Pins 
In this section, we want to derive the structure and topology of a FST in an 
OARSMT{V -\-V'). The steps of proof are similar to those in [15] but there are now 
blockages in the routing region. We will see that after the introduction of virtual 
pins, the structures of the FSTs are very similar to those without blockages [15]. 
Lemma 1. All Steiner points either have degree three or degree faun 
Lemma 2. Let A and B he two adjacent Steiner points in a FST. Suppose that AB 
is a horizontal line and both V^u, Vbu exist. Then |Vg„| > \VAH\ implies that V^u is 
a corner line that turns away from Vbw 
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Figure 4.5: Property of adjacent Steiner points 
Proof. See Fig. 4.5. Suppose A is to the left of B. We can claim the following: 
(i) contains no pins at the opposite end of A, for otherwise, we can shift 
AB to that vertex and obtain an equivalent tree in which a pin has degree more 
than one. If the line AB cannot be shifted due to some blockages, the FST (or its 
equivalent tree) will contain the structure as shown in Fig. 4.2. 
(ii) No Steiner points on V^ u can have a line going right, for otherwise we can 
replace AB by extending that line to meet Vbu and reduce the total length (thus not 
a FST, since FST is a Steiner minimum tree). If the line cannot be extended due 
to blockages, the FST (or its equivalent tree) will contain the structure as shown in 
Fig. 4.2 (again, by shifting AB to the blockage). 
(iii) Therefore, the other endpoint of Vau cannot be a Steiner point since it has 
no lines going right or upward (a Steiner point has degree more than two), and it 
hence must be a corner turning left. 
(iv) Vau can have no Steiner point on it, for let C be such a Steiner point which 
is nearest to the comer point, then He,- does not exist and hence H a must exist. 
We can then shift the line between point C and the corner point to the left to reduce 
the total length. If the line cannot be shifted due to some blockages, the FST (or 
its equivalent tree) will contain the structure as shown in Fig. 4.2. • 
Corollary 1. Suppose Vbu contains a vertex, then V^u must be a corner line turning 
away from Vbu and < \VBU • 
Lemma 3. Suppose Vxu (x is a vertex) is a comer line turning left (right), then H^i 
(Hxr) does not exist. 
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Figure 4.6: Corner line property 
Proof. See Fig. 4.6. If H^i exists, we can shift the line to the left and reduce 
the total length. If the line cannot be shifted due to some blockages, the FST (or 
its equivalent tree) will contain the structure as shown in Fig. 4.2. • 
Lemma 4. No Steiner points can have more than one corner lines. 
o o o o 
(a) (b) (c) � 
Figure 4.7: All combinations of one Steiner point with two corner lines 
Proof. Fig. 4.7 shows the four possible cases of a Steiner point with two corner 
lines. Case (a) cannot exist according to Lemma 3. Case (b) is impossible be-
cause the third line at the Steiner point cannot exist by Lemma 3. Case (c) is also 
impossible. This is because the third line at the Steiner point cannot turn left by 
Lemma 3, nor turn right as we can then shift the vertical line between the two cor-
ners to the left to reduce the total length otherwise. If the vertical line cannot be 
shifted due to blockages, the FST (or its equivalent tree) will contain the structure 
as shown in Fig. 4.2. Case (d) cannot exist because the third line at the Steiner 
point cannot go right nor down according to Lemma 3. • 
Lemma 5. If s is a FST, the Steiner points in s forms a chain. 
Pmof. First of all, if s is a FST, the Steiner points in s are connected, for otherwise 
some Steiner points have to be connected by pins of degree two or more. Therefore 
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we only need to prove that no Steiner point in s is adjacent to more than two other 
Steiner points. Suppose the contrary, and let A be such a Steiner point. Then from 
Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, the connection between A and its adjacent Steiner points 
must have one of the four forms shown in Fig. 4.8. 
c® ？^ 
e () o_ 
B A D 
B A D „ 
G e G 
(a) (b) 
O C ^ o c 
Q e o e ~ 
^ ^ B A — 
(c) “ � D 
Figure 4.8: All combinations of one Steiner point with more than two neighboring 
Steiner points 
First, consider Fig. 4.8(a) and (b). Suppose Hci exists. Then, from the Corol-
lary 1，Hci must a corner line turning up and < |///i/| (|//^/| may be longer 
than \AB\). Similarly, if He- exists, it is also a corner line turning up. Since C is 
a Steiner point, hence at least two of the three lines H � , " o and Vcm must ex-
ist. Regardless which two (or all three) exist, we end up a contradiction to either 
Lemma 3 or Lemma 4. 
Next, consider Fig. 4.8(c). The argument on Hci is the same as in case (a) 
and (b). If He- exists and \Hcr\ < \HAr\, the argument on Hcr is again the same. 
Thus we only need to discuss the case that \Hcr\ > (see Fig. 4.9) 
Let a be the corner on the edge connecting A and D. Shift AC to a and let the 
newline meet He, at p. (If the line cannot be shifted due to some blockages, the 
FST or its equivalent tree will contain the structure as shown in Fig. 4.2.) Then a 
and p can replace A and C as Steiner points in the new tree. In Fig. 4.9, the tree 
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Figure 4.9: The cases when \Hcr\ > IH ,^-
contains a Steiner point a that is adjacent to three other Steiner points (3, B and D 
in the form of Fig. 4.8(a), which has already been shown to be impossible. 
In the end, consider Fig. 4.8(d). It is obvious that the FST contain the structure 
as shown in Fig. 4.2. “ • 
We call the chain of Steiner points the Steiner chain. 
Lemma 6. Suppose s is a FST. Then its Steiner chain cannot contain the subgraph 
shown in Fig. 4.10, where B is adjacent to A and C. 
AQ 
OC 
Figure 4.10: The subgraph which cannot appear in a Steiner chain 
- 4 - 4 N _j5 ？/Ih 
O G © ^ O 
B C g p C 
Figure 4.11: The possible structure for the above subgraph 
Proof. Suppose Ha,- exists. Then from the Corollary 1，Ha,- is a corner line. Ha,-
and Vau cannot both exist by Lemma 3. So only one of the lines Vau and //如 exists. 
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In this case, Hai also exists since A is a Steiner point. We can just argue for the 
case when H^u exists (left sub-figure of Fig. 4.11)’ since if exists (right sub-
figure of Fig. 4.11), we can simply move AB to aP and obtain a similar structure 
as in the left sub-figure. From Lemma 3 or Lemma 4, Hai cannot be a comer line. 
On the other hand, Hai cannot contain any Steiner points, because if H^i contains 
a Steiner point S, two of the lines Hsi, Vsu and Vsj must exist at the same time. 
However, according to Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, it is impossible. Thus cannot 
contain a Steiner point. Also, Hai cannot contain more than one pin since the tree 
is a FST, hence H/^i is a node line. By symmetry, Vcd exists and is a node line. B is 
a Steiner point. Since is a Steiner point, at least one of the lines Hbi or Vsd exists. 
Suppose Vbci exists. Since Vcd contains a vertex (see Fig. 4.12), by the Corollary 1， 
must be a corner (denoted by (3) turning left and connect to a pin b (must be 
a pin since B cannot be adjacent to three Steiner points). But this is impossible, 
for otherwise we can shift BC to (3 and Af> to b or a to obtain a tree in which pin b 
or a has degree two. If the line cannot be shifted due to some blockages, the FST 
(or its equivalent tree) will contain the figure as shown in Fig. 4.2. Similarly, Hbi 
cannot exist. Therefore, B cannot be a Steiner point which is contradictory to the 
assumption. • 
• ® A a 






Figure 4.12: The topology when Vb(i exists 
Then, we define a staircase to be a continuous path of alternating vertical lines 
and horizontal lines such that their projections on the vertical and horizontal axes 
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have no overlaps. 




Figure 4.13: The topology that is not a staircase 
Proof. Suppose that the Steiner chain bends back as in Fig. 4.13, where A and 
B are Steiner points not on the line a p and are closest to the turning points a 
and p. There must be at least two Steiner points on ap, for otherwise we can 
shift a p to the left and reduce the total length. If the line cannot be shifted due 
to some blockages, the FST (or its equivalent tree) will contain the structure as 
shown in Fig. 4.2. From Lemma 6, neither a nor P can be a Steiner point. From 
Lemma 3 and Lemma 5, the horizontal line of any Steiner point on aP must be 
a node line. From the Corollary 1, the adjacent Steiner points on a p cannot have 
horizontal lines going in the same direction. Therefore, a p must have more left 
lines than right lines, which implies that we can shift a p to the left and reduce the 
total length. If the line cannot be shifted due to some blockages, the FST (or its 
equivalent tree) will contain the structure as shown in Fig. 4.2. • 
Lemma 8. Suppose s is a FST. The Steiner chain of s cannot contain a corner with 
more than one Steiner point on the two neighboring lines (Fig. 4.14). 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that s contains the subgraph found in Fig. 4.14. 
Here B is adjacent to A and C and C is adjacent to D. 
From Lemma 3, Vcw does not exist. Here V^ q/ exists and is a node line by 
Lemma 3. Suppose VDJ exists. Then from the Corollary 1, VD(I is a comer line. 





Figure 4.14: A corner with more than one Steiner points on the two neighboring 
lines 
As a result, Ho,- does not exist by Lemma 3. Therefore Vod and Hor cannot 
both exist, hence V7)„ must exist and is a node line from Lemma 3 or Lemma 4. If 
Vij^f I ^ then we can shift Da to node on Vou and obtain a graph which should 
not appear in FST, an contradiction to s is a FST. If the line cannot be shifted, the 
FST will contain the figure as shown in Fig. 4.2. So \Vou\ > Flip the corner 
a between B and C to form the new corner p. If the comer cannot be flipped, the 
FST will contain the figure as shown in Fig. 4.2. Since > |CP|, we can shift 
CD to P, and P becomes a Steiner point. But the induced subgraph between AB^ 
cannot contained by RSMT of FST by Lemma 6, a contradiction to s is a FST. • 
Lemma 9. Suppose s is a FST. If the number of Steiner points is greater than two, 
either every vertical line (on the Steiner chain) contains more than one Steiner 
points (except possibly the first and the last vertical lines) and every horizontal 





Figure 4.15: The topology of the Steiner chain 
Proof. By Lemma 4，a Steiner point cannot have two corner lines. Hence at least 
two of the first three Steiner points (counting from either end) are collinear. With-
out loss of generality, suppose the first collinearity occurs on a vertical line. Let k 
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be the first Steiner point (if any) not on the vertical line. Then A is connected to its 
preceding Steiner point through a corner just as Fig. 4.15 , for otherwise Lemma 
6 is contradicted. Let B be the Steiner point (if any) succeeding A. Then A and B 
must be on the same vertical line, for otherwise either Lemma 8 is contradicted 
(if k and B are on the same horizontal line), or Lemma 4 is contradicted for A 
has two corner lines (if A and B are connected through a comer). If there are more 
Steiner points after B, then we repeat the above argument to prove Lemma 9. • 
The routing of one FST is not affected by ninety degree rotation. We now 
assume that if s is a FST, the Steiner chain consists of a set of horizontal lines and 
adjacent horizontal lines are connected by corners. Notice that no Steiner points 
lie on a vertical line except at the endpoints. We label the Steiner point on the 
chain counting from left by A,：. 
Lemma 10. Suppose s is a FST. Every Steiner point on s must have exactly a 
vertical node line. 
Proof. Notice that the degree of a Steiner point is gretaer than 2，there must be at 
least one vertical line for every Steiner point on the chain. Note that a vertical line 
not on the chain cannot contain any Steiner points, nor can it contain more than 
one node since s is a FST . Therefore it suffices to show that there is one vertical 
line that is not a comer line. If a Steiner point is connected with an adjacent Steiner 
point through a corner, it is easy to verify that the vertical line cannot be a comer 
line by Lemma 4. If a Steiner point is connected with an adjacent Steiner point 
through a horizontal segment, it is easy to verify that the vertical line cannot be 
a comer line by Lemma 3. There is only one node line for every Steiner point. 
Assume that there is one Steiner point with two node lines. If the Steiner point is 
connected with an adjacent Steiner point through a comer, it will be a contradiction 
to Lemma 3. If the Steiner point is connected with an adjacent Steiner point 
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through a horizontal segment, it will be a contradiction to the Corollary 1. So 
there is only one node line for every Steiner point. 
By the Corollary 1, two adjacent Steiner points cannot have their corresponding 
vertical node lines on the same side. Hence, the vertical node lines on a Steiner 
chain must alternate in the up and down directions. • 
Lemma 11. Suppose s is a FST Then a corner connecting Aj and A/+1 can be 
transferred to one connecting A/_2 and A/_i, or one connecting A,-+2 肌d A,>3, 
regardless of whether the place it transfers to has a corner or not. 
Q 




Figure 4.16: The transformation of the comer 
Proof. From Lemma 9 and Lemma 10, when A/ and Aj+\ are connected by a 
corner, the graph must be the one given in Fig 4.16. Here and denote 
nodes and (3 is either a Steiner point or a corner. 
Necessarily |< /^+2A/+2| > |(xA,-+i |, since otherwise we can shift A/+1A/+2 to 
to obtain a graph which is not in FST. Now shift A/+1A/+2 to a and suppose 
this line meets at y. If the line cannot be shifted because of blockages, 
the FST will contain the structure as shown in Fig. 4.2. Now a and y replace A/+i 
and A/+2 as Steinr points. Flip the corner A,-+2 between y and P. Then the comer 
connecting A/ and A,:+| is transferred to one connecting A/+2 and A/+3. If the 
corner A/+2 cannot be flipped for the blockages, the FST will contain the structure 
as shown in Fig. 4.2. 
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Note that if /4/+3 does not exist, ie., p is either a node or a comer turning right 
to connect a node, then the above operation eliminates the corner between A, and 
A/+1. • 
By putting all of the above lemmas together, we can have the following con-
clusion: 
Theorem 1. Suppose s is a FST of a set P of pins and = p. Then s is in the 
form of one of the following two structures in one direction as shown in Fig. 4.17. 
Here rectangle points denots pin points. 
9 n g T 
~ H ~ ~ I • ~ L ^ A ^^  
T y p e 1 T y p e 2 
Figure 4.17: Possible FST structures in one direction 
Corollary 2. Suppose s is a FST of a set P of pins and |P| 二 p. The number of 
Steiner points is p — 2 except when p = 4. When p = 4，the number of Steiner 
points could he either 1 or 2. 
4.5 Generation of FST with Virtual Pins 
4.5.1 Generation of FST with Two Pins 
For those FSTs with exactly two vertices, we will construct them by the following 
method. First of all, these FSTs can be divided into two types. The first type is 
that the two end points are both in V. The second type is that one of the two end 
points is in V and the other one is in V' or both end points are in V'. 
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For the first type, we can construct them according to the following lemma 
which is proposed by F(7pmeier et al. [5J. Let G = {V,E) be a graph with edges 
assigned mutually distinct weights and let (/ be a subset of V. Let r be a MST of 
G and T' be a MST of G[U], the subgraph of G induced by U. Then, every edge 
[u,v) in T where both u and i, are in U will also appear in T'. We can show that 
the above property will also hold for RMST with obstacles. In order to generate 
all possible type one FST with two vertices, we only need to construct an obstacle 
avoiding RMST of V and include all the edges in it as potential candidates. 
For the second type, we will make use of a similar idea proposed by Yao et al, [35]. 
We know that at least one of the two end points of the edge under construction is 
in V' and the rectangular area covered by the two end points of the edge is obstacle 
free. For each virtual pin vj G V', we will divide its surrounding area into eight 
regions 尺/ for i = 1. . .8. In every region /?,.，we will find the point vj G V which 
has the shortest rectilinear distance ( � ] : . ) f r o m v; and the rectangular area covered 
by v'l and vj has no obstacles. Then, the edge containing v- and vj is a potential 
candidate. In this region Ri, we will also find those points u £V' where the dis-
tance d、，、, < and the area covered by vJ and u is obstacle free. Then, the edge 
containing vJ and u will also be a potential candidate. 
In Fig. 4.18, assume that C e V', A e V and B e V + V, and both A and B 
are in the same north east region of C. Assume that there is no blockages in 
the rectangular areas covered by AC and BC, and A has the shortest rectilinear 
distance from C among all the points in V in the north east region and with the 
corresponding rectangular area obstacle free. From Fig. 4.18, we can easily see 
that the distance of AB is shorter than the distance of CA or CB. With this property, 
we can use the same idea as in [35] to prove that CB cannot be a possible two pin 
edge candidate in that region. Therefore we only need to consider CA as a possible 
two pin edge candidate. Similarly, we only need to consider the pins in V' that 
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have shorter rectilinear distances than CA. However, we cannot just take the u in 
V' such that the distance J^/„ is the smallest, since not all virtual points will be 
included in the final OARSMT. 
Figure 4.18: Generation of two pin FSTs 
Based on above methods, we can find all the two pin FSTs. The number of this 
kind of edges is very larger. So we adopt some techniques to remove redundancy. 
Firstly, we will remove an edge if the rectangular area covered by the end points 
is not obstacle free. This is easy to understand according to the definition of our 
FST with virtual pins. Secondly, if the rectangular area covered by the end points 
is obstacle free but contains some pin points from V, we will also remove the edge. 
This technique has also been adopted by Zachariasen in [36]. 
4.5.2 Generation of FST with 3 or More Pins 
Actually, we are only interested in the FSTs that can be part of an OARSMT. 
Thus we should identify some necessary conditions for a FST to be a part of an 
OARSMT as in [36]. Actually most of the conditions in [36] are applicable to us 
after some modifications. In the following, we will just focus on the modifications 
made when blockages and virtual pins exist. 
For example, the bottleneck Steiner distance can also be used to eliminate use-
less FSTs when blockages exist. Let OARMST(V) be an obstacle avoid rectilinear 
minimum spanning tree of the point set V and v,•’ vj G V be a pair of vertices. The 
bottleneck Steiner distance 8oarmst(�>/�'�) between Vi and v/ is equal to the length 
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of the longest edge on the unique path between v/ and vj in OARMST(V). Sa-
lowe et aL[25] proposed a theorem stating that if MST and SMT are respectively 
a minimum spanning tree and a Steiner minimal tree on a set of vertices V, then 
^MST{viVj) ^ ^SMTiviVj) foi" any V/ 6 V and vj € V. We can show that the property 
will also hold for OARMST(V) and OARSMT(V). However, we can only compare 
the edge of which both end points are in V in the OARSMT with the bottleneck 
Steiner distance computed from the OARMST. 
The empty diamond property proposed in [36J states that in which no other 
points of the RSMT can lie in 义(w, v)’ where uv is a (horizontal or vertical) seg-
ment and 父[u, V) is an area on the plane where all the points in this area are closer 
to both u and v than u and v from each other. However, when there are blockages 
and virtual pins, the points which cannot lie in J^(ii.v) are the points in V only. 
The empty corner rectangle property is also proposed in [36]. Let wvv and vvv de-
note two perpendicular segments sharing a common endpoinl u'，. Then no other 
points of the RSMT can lie in the interior of the smallest axis-aligned rectangle 
v) containing u and v. However, when there are blockages and virtual pins, 
we only need to consider those pins which are not virtual and can project on uw 
and vw without intersecting with any blockages. 
We will also make use of a modified version of the comer-flipped topologies 
proposed in [36]. A FST can be transformed to a comer-flipped version by shift-
ing (Fig. 4.3(a)) and flipping (Fig. 4.3(b)) edges which have no vertices on them 
except the two end points. In Fig. 4.19, the FSTs on the left are the original FSTs 
and those on the right side are the comer-flipped versions. We can easily get the 
corner-flipped version by shifting and flipping edges. According to the definition 
of our FSTs, during the operation of transformation, the FSTs cannot contain the 
structure as shown in Fig. 4.2. Therefore, when we transform the original FSTs to 
their corner-flipped versions, if blockages exist in the shaded region, we can safely 
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remove the FST. 
• <» 
M M P ^ I _ ^ 一 
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Figure 4.19: The shaded region cannot contain blockages 
Based on all of the above properties, we can generate all the FSTs by growing 
them recursively as in [36]. We have also implemented some efficient methods 
to find the shortest distance between two points with blocakges, the bottleneck 
Steiner distance, the long leg terminal candidates and the short leg terminal candi-
dates to accelerate the process. 
4.6 Concatenation of FSTs with Virtual Pins 
After generating all the FSTs, we can set up an ILP as in the GeoSteiner approach 
to select and concatenate a subset of FSTs to construct an OARSMT, connecting 
all the points with the minimum total length. 
In the following, let S be the set of all FSTs found, V be the set of all pins, 
T be the set of virtual pins (note that there is one virtual pin on each corner of 
blockages), n be the number of pins, m be the number of FSTs in S and t be the 
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number of virtual pins. Each FST si e S is associated with a binary variable x, 
indicating whether Si is taken. Besides, there are binary variablesyi for i = \ ...t 
indicating whether virtual pin ti G T is connected in the tree. We use \si\ to denote 
the size of Sj, i.e., the number of pins (including virtual pins) connected by Si, and 
use len{sj) to denote the length of Sj. Then the ILP is as follows: 
Minimize: E / l i len{si) x Xj (1) 
Subject to: 
yj < Lxi s.t. tj G Si {\b) 
y j > Xj MtjNsi s . t . t j G Sj ( I c ) 
Is,/ G 5 s.t. Si G (X : V + r - X ) andXi = 1 
VX C V + r and V ^ X and ( \d) 
义/( |‘�n;q - 1 ) < | X - — i 
VX C V + 7 a n d X n V 7 ^ 0 a n d 2 < |X| </2 + r - 1 (\e) 
1X1-1 v x c r a n d x ^ o (1 / ) 
The notation Sj 6 (X : V -\-r-X) in (Ic) means that ‘?/ 门；(^ + 0 and Si n (V + 
T - X ) / 0. Constraint (la) requires the right amount of edges. Each selected FST 
Si contributes \si \ — 1 edges for the tree. Since we do not know the exact number of 
total pins (because of the virtual pins), )，,. is added. Constraint (1 b) ensures that if 
all FSTs containing the virtual pin are not selected, that pin will not be selected too. 
Constraint (Ic) ensures that if a certain FST containing a virtual pin is selected, the 
corresponding virtual pin is also selected. Constraint (Id) requires that a solution 
should be connected - for any cut with partitions X and V + 7 - X , there must 
be at least one selected FST linking it up. We 
require X n V ^ 0, because we 
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do not care about the connectivity of the virtual pins. We require V ^ X for the 
same reason that we do not need to connect to virtual pins if V itself has been all 
connected. Both constraints (le) and (If) are used to eliminate cycles. Consider a 
set X of two pins only. We can allow to have at most one FST which is selected and 
contains both pins of X. A cycle will be formed otherwise. Similar concept can 
be extended for set of larger size and this results in the formulations of constraints 
(le) and (If). In (le), we consider those sets 门 V 0. Since yj tells whether r,-
is selected, \X —XnT\ + [拟)，/ gives the exact number of pins (including virtual 
pins) in X. In (If), we can just use |X| for the number of pins as X C T. 
4.7 Experimental Results 
We implemented our algorithm based on geosteiner-3.1 and all the experiments 
were performed in a computer with a 2.2GHz Intel Pentium processor and 2GB 
memory running in the Linux environment. There are totally 20 benchmark cir-
cuits. All these test cases are obtained from [19] by selecting some blockages. (If 
we allow k blockages, we will take the first to the kth ones.) 
In table 4.1, we list the running time of the algorithm, and the length of the 
optimal OARSMT constructed by our algorithm. The running time includes the 
time of generating all the FSTs and the time of solving the ILP. From the results, 
we can see that the time of generating all the FSTs is very short and solving the 
ILP dominates the total running time. We also list the lengths of the OARSMTs 
constructed by some recently published heuristics [19], [18] and [21]. As we do 
not have the executable of the approach in [19], we have just listed the correspond-
ing results appeared in their paper (others are shown as N/A). For the other two 
approaches [18, 21], we run the experiments with the executables provided by the 
authors. For the test case ind3_20, the method in [21] cannot give a solution and 
it is indicated with an N/A in the table. With our optimal method, we can eas-
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ily compare the performance of different approaches and see how far a heuristic 
solution is away from the optimum, 
TesI C a s e s m k C P U T i m e ( s e c o n d s ) O A R S M T O l h e r H e u r i s i i c s = ( / / , - O ) / / / , ( % ) 
F S T G e n e r a l ion II..P Tota l Le i ig ih ( O ) | I 9 ) ( H i ) W, (18) ( H i ) I h | 211 (H-, ) O3 
i iKl l .2( ) 10 2 0 0 . 0 5 3 1 8 . 6 8 3 1 8 . 7 3 6 0 4 N / A N / A 6 1 9 2 .42 6 4 8 6 . 8 2 
i n t l 2 . 2 2 丨(） 2 2 0 . 0 4 2 0 6 . 5 9 2 0 6 . 6 3 93(X) N / A N / A 9 3 0 0 ().(X) 96(X) 3 .13 
incl3.2() 10 2 0 0 . 0 2 2.1,81 2 3 . 8 3 5 8 7 N / A N / A 5 9 0 0 .51 N / A N / A 
i n d 4 . 2 0 2 5 2 0 0 . 0 5 3 8 0 . 0 3 3 8 0 , 0 8 1078 N / A N / A 108X 0 . 9 2 1100 2.00 
i n c l 5 - l l 3 3 I I 0 . 0 4 2 2 5 . 0 7 2 2 5 . 1 1 1295 N / A N / A 1 3 0 4 0 . 6 9 1326 2 . 3 4 
1 " 10 0 . 0 6 2 4 0 . 7 6 2 4 0 . 8 2 2 5 9 8 0 2 6 9 0 0 3 . 4 2 2 5 9 8 0 0.(X) 2 6 1 2 0 0 . 5 4 
r c 2 3 0 10 0 . 0 6 1 0 8 . 9 9 109 .05 4 1 3 5 0 4 2 2 1 0 2 . 0 4 4 2 0 1 0 1.57 416JI0 0 . 6 7 
5 0 10 0 . 1 0 2 . 3 5 2 . 4 5 5 4 1 6 0 5 5 7 5 0 2 , 8 5 5 4 3 9 0 0 . 4 2 5 5 0 1 0 1.54 
7 0 10 0 . 1 0 2 , 0 6 2 . 1 6 5 9 0 7 0 6 0 3 5 0 2 , 1 2 5 9 7 4 0 1.12 5 9 2 5 0 0 . 3 0 
"X> 10 <'-23 y.fel 9 . S 4 7 4 0 7 0 7 6 3 3 0 2 . 9 6 ' 7 4 6 5 0 0 . 7 8 7 6 2 4 0 2 . 8 5 
'•'••6-IS l(«> 15 0 . 4 0 120 .67 121 .07 7 6 4 3 6 N / A N / A 7 7 7 2 0 1.65 7 7 7 1 5 1.65 
r c 7 - m 2 0 0 10 0 . 6 7 3 0 1 . 6 7 3 0 2 . 3 4 1 0 5 3 0 5 N / A N / A K X i W l 1 .54 106891 1.48 
r c i U O 2 0 0 10 0 . 7 5 丨：》.67 140 .42 1 0 7 6 5 2 N / A N / A 1 0 9 1 6 1 1.38 1 1 0 2 6 0 2 .37 
rc9」(） 2(K) 10 0 . 6 3 2 4 . 6 3 2 5 . 2 6 1 0 5 7 1 2 N / A N / A 1 0 7 6 4 4 1.79 1076.30 1.78 
r c l O - I O 5(K) 10 106 .04 110 .63 1 6 2 2 3 0 N / A N / A 1 6 5 5 8 0 2 .02 1 6 5 4 6 0 1.95 
I-I1-I5 10 15 0 . 0 6 7 1 . 2 8 7 1 . 3 4 1 8 5 8 N / A N / A 1 8 5 8 ().(X) 1%.^ 5 3 6 
n 2 J 5 5 0 15 0 . 1 5 198 .72 198 .87 4 4 2 9 4 N / A N / A 4 5 7 % 3 . 2 8 4 5 2 6 3 2 . 1 4 
r l 3 J ( ) 100 10 0 . 2 8 5 5 3 , 3 2 SSB-fiO 7 5 7 9 N / A N / A 7 7 3 6 2 . 0 3 7 6 6 4 1.11 
r l 4 . 1 0 100 10 0 . 2 0 8 1 . 7 9 8 1 , 9 9 7 6 7 8 N / A N / A 7 8 2 0 1.82 7 8 5 1 2 . 2 0 
r l 5 . l ( ) 2(K) 10 2 8 . 6 4 2 9 . 2 2 4 2 7 4 8 N / A N / A 4 3 6 8 0 2 . 1 3 4 3 4 8 1 l . M 
••零 2.68 1.30 2.21 
III c i n io l e s the n u m b e r of p i n s a n d k d e n o l e s ihc n u m b e r o f b l o c k a g e s . 
Table 4.1: Optimal OARSMT lengths and comparisons with some recent heuristics 
We show an optimal result for the test case rcl generated by our algorithm in 
Fig. 4.20. The points which are not connected are the virtual points we added on 
the corner of the blockages. 
4.8 Summary 
In this chapter, we extended the well known GeoSteiner method to solve the 
obstacle-avoiding RSMT problem optimally. We can now handle hundreds of pins 
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Sle ine r Min ima l T ree : 10 points , length = 2 5 9 8 0 , 2 3 3 . 2 2 s e c o n d s 
Figure 4.20: The result of our algorithm with 10 points and 10 blockages 
with multiple blockages, generating an optimal solution in a reasonable amount 
of time. This work serves as a pioneer in providing an optimal solution to this 
important obstacle-avoiding RSMT problem. 
• End of chapter. 
Chapter 5 
Conclusion 
In this thesis, we present two approaches to solve the OARSMT problem. 
We first present a heuristic maze routing based approach to solve this OARSMT 
problem. Our approach is based on the searching process as in maze routing and 
can handle multi-pin nets very well in solution quality, running time and memory 
space usage. Up till now, our approach is the best among all the heuristic methods 
in terms of wire length optimization. Besides, due to the flexibility of maze rout-
ing, we can handle different kinds of obstacles with different convex or concave 
rectilinear shapes directly without a need to partition each blockage into a set of 
rectangular sub-blockages, which will increase the size of the problem. 
We have also tried to solve the obstacle-avoiding rectilinear Steiner tree prob-
lem optimally. Our work is developed based on the GeoSteiner approach, modified 
and extended to allow rectilinear blockages in the routing regions. We extended 
the proofs on the possible topologies of full Steiner tree in [15j to allow blockages, 
which are the basic concept behind GeoSteiner. We can now handle hundreds 
of pins with multiple blockages, generating an optimal solution in a reasonable 
amount of time. This work serves as a pioneer in providing an optimal solution to 
this difficult problem. 
55 
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• End of chapter. 
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